This result has several applications. As an illustration, we utilize the above Proposition to give an alternate proof of [1, Theorem 2(2)] (one of the many fundamental results of [1] ).
Section 1.
A proof of the Proposition. Throughout this section we assume that S, T, T, H and G satisfy the hypotheses of the Proposition. Set X = (S G ). Clearly the following two Lemmas imply the Proposition. Proof. For (1), we proceed by induction on \G\. Thus we may assume that 0(G) = 1. Clearly [3, Corollary B3] implies that we may assume that S is quaternion, of order 8. Also (liffl^G by Glauberman's Z*-Theorem. Set G = G/il^S). Then S is strongly closed in T with respect to G by [3, Lemma 2.2(a)], S = JE 4 , f eSyl 2 (G), 0(G) = 1 and S*(S G ) = X Also [2, Theorem A] implies that X = PSU(3, 4) or X = PSL(2, q) for some odd prime power q>3 with q = ±3 (mod 8). Since the Schur multiplier of PSU(3, 4) is of odd order, it follows that |X| 2 = \S\ and (1) holds. Next observe that r -C G (fli(S))^= H< G. Hence G = Xr = XH and C x (fl 1 (S))<HnX<X. Thus (2) holds and the proof of the lemma is complete. Suppose that C^l. Choose c G ^(C) and write c = t~xs where teTHY and s G S. Since Y^ H, we have ce S and SnY = fL 1 
(S) = Q, 1 (TnY).
Since OË Y, we have se Y and |s|>4. As s = ct = fc, we also have |t|>4. In particular, TPlY = (t^rlneNYiTHY)).
But 
=Y(s). Then T l = TDL 1 = (TO Y)(s)eSy\ 2 (L 1 )
and T x contains an involution r such that 
